Using complementary thermal wave methods, the irradiation damaged region of zirconium carbide (ZrC) is characterized by quantifiably profiling the thermophysical property degradation. The ZrC sample was irradiated by a 2.6 MeV proton beam at 600 C to a dose of 1.75 displacements per atom. Spatial scanning techniques including scanning thermal microscopy (SThM), lock-in infrared thermography (lock-in IRT), and photothermal radiometry (PTR) were used to directly map the in-depth profile of thermal conductivity on a cross section of the ZrC sample. The advantages and limitations of each system are discussed and compared, finding consistent results from all techniques. SThM provides the best resolution finding a very uniform thermal conductivity envelope in the damaged region measuring $52 6 2 lm deep. Frequency-based scanning PTR provides quantification of the thermal parameters of the sample using the SThM measured profile to provide validation of a heating model. Measured irradiated and virgin thermal conductivities are found to be 11.9 6 0.5 W m À1 K À1 and 26.7 61 W m À1 K
I. INTRODUCTION
Ion-irradiated material studies provide valuable insight into material behavior under irradiation conditions that can be correlated to neutron irradiation effects. 1 The need for temporally and monetarily costly studies of neutron interaction with materials can potentially be mitigated. In general, the irradiation process is one of few tools available with the ability to alter material structure in such a way that it can be measured and correlated to the resulting effects on the material's properties. One of the challenges associated with studies of such materials is that the affected layer is typically very thin, $0.1-100 lm for laboratory accelerators. 2, 3 Understanding thermal properties of nuclear as well as most any other engineering materials is vital for both science and application. Few investigations have been reported of ion-irradiation effects on thermal transport properties, in part, due to the challenge associated with measurements of the size of the zones of interest ($0.1-100 lm). General characteristics of the resulting damage profile from heavy ion irradiation are a very limited depth of penetration with a strongly peaked damage profile. For light-ions (protons), the irradiation-damaged profile can exceed several tens of microns with relatively low beam energies while maintaining a fairly constant damage level over most of the profile (for more detail about particle characteristics, see Ref. 3).
In recent years, frequency-based thermal wave methods have been used to investigate thermophysical properties of ion-irradiated samples. [4] [5] [6] In these techniques, periodic heating is applied to a sample inducing a periodic temperature response in the sample. Commonly, heating is by laser or other light source; thus, many methods are termed photothermal. The induced periodicity of the temperature field in the sample follows the mathematical description of evanescent waves, thus the term thermal wave. Different thermal wave techniques are distinguished by the methods used for exciting and detecting these thermal waves. The distance these thermal waves travel before the temperature amplitude decays to 1/e of the amplitude at the heated surface is called the thermal diffusion length, l ¼ (a/pf) 1/2 , where a is material thermal diffusivity and f is the heating modulation frequency. Using the frequency-dependent thermal diffusion length, these techniques then have the advantage of non-destructively, depthprofiling the sample with knowledge of sample thermal and geometric parameters. For previous photothermal studies of ion-irradiated samples, numerically calculated irradiationdamage profiles have been used to approximate the profile as a discretely layered structure with thicknesses taken from the numerical predictions. 4, 6 One study used transmission electron microscopy of the in-depth irradiation damage profile to validate the numerically predicted profile. 5 Zirconium carbide (ZrC) has several potential applications in fuels for next generation nuclear reactors. Irradiation effects, especially the degradation of thermophysical properties, on ZrC are still poorly understood, especially in regard to material types, irradiation conditions, and damaging doses relevant to its application. The physical properties of ZrC are highly dependent on stoichiometry. In the literature, ZrC has a room temperature thermal conductivity (k) ranging from 17-40 W m À1 K À1 depending on stoichiometry and density. 7, 8 Also, being a metal ceramic, ZrC has k comprised of the summed contributions of electrons and phonons (discussed in Sec. IV B 1). Favorable for the IR detection methods used in this work, ZrC has high emissivity ($0.9). 9 Only a few studies have reported measurements of irradiation effects on thermal conductivity. 4, 10, 11 David et al. found a 50% and 75% decrease in thermal conductivity for two different dosages on ZrC (virgin k ¼ 20 W m À1 K À1 , composition not specified) irradiated by 25.8 MeV krypton ions. 4 Snead et al. found only minor degradation in k of ZrC with C/Zr ratio of 0.87, from exposure to fast neutron irradiation. The non-irradiated thermal conductivity for their sample was between 12 and 16 W m À1 K À1 . They attributed the reduction mainly to phonon scattering as the electronic contribution to thermal conductivity showed no change.
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The objective of this study is to characterize the thermal conductivity degradation in proton-irradiated ZrC. In a manner not previously studied, four thermal wave methods are used in this work to characterize the proton-irradiated layer in ZrC including scanning thermal microscopy, spatial-scanning frontdetection photothermal radiometry (PTR), lock-in IR thermography (lock-in IRT), and tomographic, frequency-based PTR. A full mathematical description of the sample is presented with reduced forms for special cases related to (1) various limits in frequency scanning PTR and (2) each of the spatial scanning techniques. The profiles obtained by each of the spatial scanning methods are compared to each other and the numerical prediction of the ion-damage profile. For the frequencyscanned PTR measurements, a sample of undamaged ZrC material was used first to measure the thermal properties of the virgin material. The virgin material properties and spatially scanned profile allow for the irradiation-damaged zone thermal properties to be calculated from measurement on the irradiated ZrC sample. The complementary nature of the various techniques validates the measured profile and the measured degradation of thermal conductivity in the ZrC sample.
II. SAMPLE DESCRIPTION
In this work, a 3 mm disc of nearly stoichiometric (C/Zr ¼ 1.01), hot-pressed, commercial-grade zirconium carbide (ZrC) was cut from a rod having a measured density of 6.58 g cm
À3
, near the theoretical density of 6.64 g cm
. The value of specific heat, c p , has been taken from the literature as 368 J kg À1 K
À1
. 7, 12, 13 One face of the 500 lm thick disc was polished and irradiated using 2.6 MeV proton beam. Both before and after irradiation the sample grain size was studied using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) finding an average size of 24 lm and no indication of grain boundaries, respectively. A more complete description of the irradiation preparations and conditions of the sample is given by Yang et al.
14
Proton irradiation was performed at 600 C until the damage level reached an approximate level of 1.75 dpa (displacements per atom) in the nearly constant portion of the profile comprising the first several tens of microns of the damage depth profile. The damage profile calculated by TRIM2008 (Ref. 15) (transport of ions in matter) using threshold displacement energies of 35 eV for zirconium and 25 eV for carbon as given by Yang et al.
14 is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The numerical result is compared to the profiles obtained using thermal transport measurement techniques in Sec. IV A. The damage profile will have some proportionality to the degradation of thermal conductivity of the material.
After irradiation, a fragment of the sample was fractured off to reveal the cross section of the damage profile to measure using the spatial scanning techniques. The cross section was mounted in epoxy and polished down to 0.02 lm colloidal silica. The remaining disc was used for the frequencybased PTR measurements. Sample measurement configurations are shown in Fig. 1(b) . Additionally, a disc of undamaged ZrC was used to measure the thermal properties of the virgin ZrC material.
III. MEASUREMENT METHODS AND THEORY
A. Scanning thermal microscopy (SThM) SThM [16] [17] [18] was used to measure the thermal conductance profile of the cross-sectioned, irradiated ZrC sample. The SThM measurements were made using a Wollastontype thermoresistive probe mounted on a TA Instruments lTA 2990 Micro-Thermal Analyzer in constant temperature mode. In this mode, the measured power is then directly proportional to the thermal conductance of the tip to the sample. Assuming similar physical contact characteristics for a given probe provides the ability to extract information regarding the thermal conductivity of the sample. 19 The lateral resolution is determined by the size of tip-sample contact area. This statement is valid also when the SThM is operated in the ac mode and is known as the super-resolution effect of thermal wave probing. 20 It is due to the fact that the thermal diffusion length in the sample at the used modulation frequencies (up to tens of kHz) is still much larger than the size of the contact area. The ac and dc modes provide the same information about the sample. Therefore, active (sample heating), single-tip SThM measurement is not a true thermal wave method in the sense that probing (heating) depth is not controlled by heating modulation frequency.
Quantitative measurement results for thermal conductivity are prone to large uncertainties due to reproducibility of the tip contact and decreasing measurement sensitivity for medium-to-high thermal-conductivity samples (k ZrC ). As a consequence, SThM functions well to measure relative values, especially within a single scan line where thermal contact conditions change little. The irradiated-ZrC crosssection is a good sample for measuring relative k values because of similar physical characteristics between the damaged and virgin zones that can be scanned in a single line.
B. Lock-in IRT
For the lock-in IRT measurements, [21] [22] [23] the same laser/ acousto-optical modulator (AOM) used in the PTR setup (described in III C 1) was used to heat the surface of the cross section of the sample at a frequency of 40 Hz. An IR (wavelength 3.5-5.0 lm) camera model (CEDIP Titanium) with a frame rate of 100 Hz recorded the periodic heating response of the sample over a period of 10 s. Home-made software (CAMIR) was used to calculate the amplitude and phase for each pixel, at the heating frequency, using lock-in techniques. Figure 2 (a) shows a schematic of the measurement setup. The result is both amplitude and phase images of the entire sample.
C. PTR
PTR method with periodic excitation
A schematic of the PTR [24] [25] [26] system in front detection configuration (FD-PTR), used for both spatial and frequency scanning, is presented in Fig. 2(b) . The system uses a DPSS, 532 nm laser modulated by an AOM at a given frequency to heat the sample surface. Parabolic mirrors capture the emitted IR radiation from the sample, focusing it into an HgCdTe detector with a 1 mm 2 detection area. A preamplifier passes the signal from the detector to a lock-in amplifier which measures the temperature amplitude and phase relative to the heat source. The results were normalized using the electro-optical transfer function of the setup at low frequencies. For higher frequencies (>10 kHz), normalization was performed using data from polished steel.
For the frequency scanning measurements, the Gaussian heating laser beam profile was homogenized using a flat-top beam shaper. In this way, the entire surface of the sample (<3 mm diameter) was heated uniformly, creating an approximate 1D heating condition. Measured amplitude and phase spectra for the range of frequencies having the greatest sensitivity to the parameters of interest (Sec. III C 3) were then used to fit the thermal model (Sec. III C 2) to extract the measured parameters.
For the spatial scanning measurements, the flat-top beam shaper was replaced with a set of lenses to focus the heating spot to a size of %50 lm. The sample was then scanned laterally using a micrometer stage.
Frequency scanning PTR response of a two-layer sample
As with other works, the continuously varying damage in the irradiated zone (see Fig. 3 ) is approximated as a multilayered structure. [4] [5] [6] As compared to other types of ions, proton irradiation lends particularly well to a structure approximated by discrete layers due to the relatively thick and uniform damage level spanning most of the damaged zone in the sample. From the measured profile obtained from SThM measurements, 19 the proton-irradiated ZrC sample is modeled as a homogeneous damaged layer on the bulk, virgin ZrC material as seen in Fig. 3 . An interfacial thermal resistance, R th , is placed between the two materials to account for the possibility of a greater damaged zone, seen in the numerically calculated damage profile and/or the presence of void space at the interface (discussed in more detail in Sec. IV B 2). The later discussed spatial profiling measurements showed no evidence of a secondary layer; however, for a thin layer, using R th is also mathematically appropriate.
Several models for multilayer systems with modulated heating have been developed. 27, 28 In this work, the thermal quadrupoles method has been used to model the irradiated ZrC sample. 29 The sample is considered adiabatic (heat losses neglected) and opaque to the 532 nm laser heat source (absorption calculated from the dielectric constant of ZrC 0.96 results in a penetration depth of <50 nm). In the simplified case of the ZrC sample under plane illumination (1D), a matrix relationship between the temperature and heat flux at the front and at the rear of the sample may be found as
where
is the thermal diffusion length. The depth sensitivity controlled by l makes frequency-based thermal-wave techniques powerful for non-destructively probing the in-depth properties of materials. a i ¼ k i /(q i Ác pi ) is thermal diffusivity with thermal conductivity, k i , density, q i , and specific heat capacity, c pi , for material "i." The term "k i Ár i " may be simplified to e i Á(iÁx) 1/2 where e i ¼ (k i Áq i Ác pi ) 1/2 is the thermal effusivity.
Assuming the heat losses at the rear are negligible so that u ZrC (z ¼ L s ) ¼ 0, the thermal impedance of the sample in a front detection configuration (FD-PTR) may be found as
or in an explicit form as
At low frequencies the whole sample is thermally thin (L irr /l irr ( L ZrC /l ZrC ( 1). The thin irradiated layer can be incorporated in the bulk, and in a first approximation Eq. (3) yields
meaning that the PTR signal amplitude is / f À1 and the phase is À90
. There is no influence from the parameters of the irradiated layer or from R th . The sample is equivalent to the homogeneous bulk ZrC.
At intermediate frequencies the bulk ZrC is thermally thick (L irr /l irr 1 ( L ZrC /l ZrC ). Then tanh(r ZrC L ZrC ) % 1 and Eq. (3) reduces to
This frequency range offers the most information on the irradiated layer. Referring to the bulk layer, Eq. (5) contains only its effusivity, e ZrC .
At high frequencies both layers become thermally thick (1 ( L irr /l irr ( L ZrC /l ZrC ), and Eq. (5) further simplifies to
meaning that the amplitude is / f À1/2 and the phase is À45 . The only accessible parameter is e irr , via the amplitude. There is no influence from the bulk layer. Equation (6) is applicable for the spatial-scanning PTR on very shallow depths. It allows measuring relative effusivity variations over the sample cross-section.
Depending on boundary conditions, a layer manifests either its capacitive impedance component Z C (like Eq. (4)) under quasi-isothermal conditions or its resistive component R ¼ L/k under temperature gradients between the two faces. In the quadrupole formalism the two components appear in parallel. As long as Z C ) R th , Z C can be neglected and L can be set to zero. In a multilayer system, such layer can be replaced by an interfacial thermal resistance R th having the same value as R. Note that the condition for this equivalence depends on frequency. In Sec. IV B 2 it will be shown that this condition is fulfilled in the present study.
Sensitivity analysis
From the theoretical model presented above, the dependence of the complex impedance to x is a function of five independent parameters: L irr a irr À1/2 , L ZrC a ZrC À1/2 , e irr , e ZrC , and R th . The parameters related to the virgin material are measured independently so that the independent parameters to be determined are L irr a irr À1/2 , e irr , and R th . To ensure unique fitting results, the relative sensitivity of the thermal parameters to be fitted has been studied. The relative sensitivity of a function, F(p), to parameter p is defined as
In the case of complex quantities,
. The relative sensitivities for A and u to the three parameters related to the irradiated layer are plotted in Fig. 4 . Their sensitivity spectra are different indicating that the respective parameters are not correlated. Therefore, the fit of this parameter set is feasible. Moreover, the features of the spectra are consistent with the discussion of Eqs. (4)- (6) . At low frequency there is practically no sensitivity to the plotted parameters (Eq. (4)) while at high frequency there is only amplitude sensitivity to e irr (S A,eirr ¼ À1) as predicted by Eq. (6). All three parameters reveal strongest sensitivity from 8 Hz to 8 kHz providing the range of frequencies selected for fitting them in the thermal model to the FD-PTR results. This range encompasses the more restrictive interval of 17.5-580 Hz set by the thermally thin-thick limits of the two layers (see Fig. 6 and Table II ). The parameter of interest k irr is embedded in L irr a À1=2 irr and in e irr . It will be eventually determined using other complementary data (see Sec. IV B 2).
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results are first presented for the spatial scanning methods as the obtained profiles will contribute to the model used in extracting the thermal parameters from the frequency scanned FD-PTR results. Each of the spatial measurements was performed on the polished cross-section of the irradiated ZrC sample. To ensure unique fitting results for the damaged layer of ZrC, an undamaged ZrC sample was first measured using frequency-scanned FD-PTR to obtain thermal parameters for the virgin material. The FD-PTR measurements were then made on the irradiated face of the remaining piece of the ZrC sample, from which the thermal properties of the irradiated layer were calculated.
A. Spatial scanning
The results for the three spatial scanning techniques are presented in Figs. 5(a)-5(c) . In all cases, depth ¼ 0 lm corresponds to the irradiated surface of the ZrC cross section. Figure 5 shows several SThM measured profiles extracted from a constant temperature scanned image. The resulting measured profile has characteristics related to the specific thermal probe used in the measurements due to the differences in probes from the individual, hand fabrication process. As is more fully detailed in a previous work, 19 the true thermal conductivity profile for this probe was found to be the upper levels of the measured signal where the various dips were related to topographical effects of the surface. Clearly, the upper level represents a more stable, repeatable, and level envelope. Near the irradiated surface (depth ¼ 0 lm), the decrease of signal is most likely due to an increasingly rounded edge (from polishing), changing tip-sample contact and not from a change of thermal properties.
Characteristic effects of the proton irradiation on the thermal conductivity of the sample are evident in the nearly flat and constant damaged region leading to a sharp transition from irradiation penetration depth to the virgin material. 3 Previously, using the combination of topographic and thermal images with validation from optical micrographs, the depth of irradiated/virgin transition was measured to be 52 6 2 lm.
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The measured length corresponds to the front surface to the middle of the transition region while the uncertainty corresponds to the length of the transition region, $4 lm. Also of significance and disagreeing with the numerical prediction, the profile reveals no evidence of greater degradation of k near the stopping range of the protons. Therefore, no intermediary layer of higher damage is assumed in the thermal model used for fitting PTR data. A previous work detailing the calibration of the SThM signal found k irr ¼ 10 6 2. 4 Figure 5 (b) presents the normalized amplitude profile across the entire thickness of ZrC cross section measured by PTR with a focused laser heating spot of $50 lm. The profile is normalized to the average value of the amplitude in the non-irradiated zone of the sample and represents the average of three spatial scans with a heating modulation frequency of 1 MHz. At this frequency l $ 1-2 lm, meaning thermally thick sample heating case so that the amplitude is inversely / e (Eq. (6)), assuming that the irradiated and nonirradiated zones have similar radiation properties. Although the diffusion length is small in this case, the limitation of lateral resolution was found to be the spot size, which was measured to be $50 lm (at 1/e 2 ) using a DataRay WinCamD profilometer. In the measured profile, the edges of the sample and the boundary between irradiated and non-irradiated zones evidence the insufficient resolution by gradual changes of signal representing a convolution of the laser spot across the two zones. The peak in the measured profile again shows the damaged layer, a zone of lower e (e irr < e ZrC ).
Because the amplitudes are approximately / e À1 , the normalized profile should also represent the ratio of e ZrC to the local thermal effusivity of the sample. In the damaged layer, a normalized peak of 2 represents the ratio e irr /e ZrC . Assuming the same volumetric heat capacity, this means that the conductivity ratio of the k ZrC /k irr is about 4. The width of the zone is wholly consistent with the measured width found in the SThM profile taking into consideration the heating spot size.
The final direct measurement of the thermal conductivity profile is displayed in Fig. 5 (c) using lock-in IRT. The amplitude image of the ZrC sample from which the profiles were extracted is shown in the inset of the figure. Again, the resulting average of four profiles has been normalized to the level of the virgin ZrC. For this measurement, the heating frequency was limited to 40 Hz, giving l of the order of L s . For this reason the spatial resolution of the thermal signal is not as good as the pixel resolution of the camera, which was found to be approximately 5 lm. Also, for the same reason, any quantitative interpretation is more difficult to extract from the measurement. The normalized amplitude peak of $1.2, much less then the PTR result, is expected due to the increased heat spreading due to the large thermal diffusion length whereas the PTR measurement is confined to a depth of $1-2 lm from the surface. Still, the damaged layer is clearly present with an apparent thickness of the order of $50 lm.
A direct comparison of the three different spatial profiles along with the numerically calculated profile is found in Figure 5 (d). In this figure, edge effects were removed in the lock-in IRT profiles by subtracting the mirror-inverted, nonirradiated edge from the irradiated edge profile. The SThM profile is represented by an average of the upper levels of the various profiles, considered to be the thermal conductivity profile of the sample. Table II . The thermally thin-thick vertical markers (f T given in Table II ) delimit three frequency sub-ranges and the respective theoretical special cases. of each technique's measured profile. The SThM measurement has the best lateral resolution of the three methods and is, therefore, the most accurate for predicting the irradiationinduced damaged depth (used in Fig. 5 ). For the PTR and lock-in IRT, each has both a strength and a weakness concerning spatial resolution of the measurement that is each other's opposite. The PTR can operate at high frequencies (at the cost of reduced amplitude, A / f À1/2 ) allowing for small l, but the heating spot size used in this measurement is large relative to the needed resolution for measuring L irr . Lock-in IRT has good spatial resolution, but frame rate limits the possibility of decreasing l. For decreasing heating spot size, PTR resolution will have the inherit limitation from the IR wavelengths involved in detection (8-12 lm) as well as the conflict of diminishing IR signal vs. excessive sample heating.
In regards to the extraction of quantitative information, none of the spatial profiling methods used provide a reliable extraction of k. The value extracted for k ZrC is at the upper limit of typical SThM sensitivity, and thus uncertainty becomes increasingly large for this range. For the PTR spatial scans, ratio of effusivities was extracted although again with large uncertainty, primarily related to the variations of thermal radiation properties (optical reflectivity and IR emissivity) across the sample surface. Still, the high emissivity ($0.9) 9 of ZrC is favorable for such analysis especially comparing between two zones of the "same" material. The results extracted from SThM and PTR are comparable and especially interesting when viewed from the perspective of measurement probing depth in the two measurements. For the PTR at 1 MHz heat modulation and the SThM, the probing depths are both on the order of a few microns. Therefore, the effects of the (larger) grain boundaries in the material are not measured. As was previously described, the irradiated zone shows no evidence of grain boundaries while the virgin ZrC is characterized by grain of $25 lm size. The virgin material would be expected to have a higher measured thermal conductivity (excluding longer scale effects due to boundary thermal resistance). Assuming k irr $ 10 W m À1 K
À1
, a value of k ZrC /k irr ¼ 4 is not unreasonable for this measurement.
B. Frequency scanning
Equation (3) describes the thermal impedance of the ZrC sample, which is proportional to the sample surface temperature measured by the PTR system. The sensitivity analysis showed that the parameters, L irr a À1=2 irr , e irr , and R th , are decorrelated and can be simultaneously fitted. Prior to that, the other two parameters L ZrC a
À1=2
ZrC and e ZrC were determined from a sample of undamaged ZrC material. Both amplitude and phase data were used for extracting the thermal parameters of interest. However, because the amplitude is dependent on instrumental factors, only relative values were used.
Thermal diffusivity of virgin ZrC
A non-irradiated sample of ZrC with known thickness L s 0 was used to measure its thermal diffusivity from frequencyscanning FD-PTR. The direct transition between Eqs. (4) and (6) (with e ZrC replacing e irr ) occurs at frequency
The PTR obtained spectrum and the f T marker are similar to Fig. 6 below $100 Hz. Next the measured value of q and the literature value of c p (see Sec. II) were used to extract k ZrC . The result is a bulk value of k ZrC ¼ 26.7 6 1 W m À1 K À1 (Tables I and II) . For comparison, thermal conductivity of ZrC reported in the literature varies from 17 to 40 W m À1 K
À1
. 7, 8, [31] [32] [33] Finally, e ZrC could also be determined. Using electrical resistivity values of 65-75 lX cm from the literature for similar stoichiometry ($1) and hot-pressed ZrC, 7, 8 the Wiedemann-Franz Law predicts an electronic contribution to k of $9-11 W m À1 K
.
k irr and R th
Frequency scanning FD-PTR measurements were made on the irradiated face of the ZrC sample. Multiple measurement spectra were obtained over the span of a few months finding very consistent results. Amplitude (A) and phase (u) results measured on the irradiated face of the ZrC sample along with the model results (Eq. (3)) are presented in Fig. 6 . A summary of key parameter values are found in Table II . For visual purposes, the amplitude data are plotted as AÁf 1/2 . This subtracts the overall amplitude slope of f À1/2 found in the pre-factor of Eq. (3). At low frequencies, the results are characteristic of a thermally thin sample (l > L s ), where A demonstrates f À1 dependence and u approaches À90 (cf., Eq. (4)). For high frequencies (l < L s ), AÁf 1/2 is flat while u ! À45 (cf., Eq. (6)). The dashed lines are plots of Eq. (3) for R th ¼ 0. The differences relative to the full model are relatively small in the mid-frequency range and vanish outside this range. This behavior is consistent with the low sensitivity spectra to R th from Fig. 4 .
The simultaneous fit of the independent parameters: L irr a À1=2 irr , e irr , and R th to A, and u with Eq. (3) provides the results shown in Table II . k irr is dependent on L irr of the sample due to the parameter dependency of the model. The resulting value of (qÁc p ) irr is nearly identical to the value of the non-irradiated material. À1=2 irr , e irr , and R th ) and from additional measurements: m denotes previously measured, SThM denotes SThM measurement, PTR denotes FD-PTR measurement. Transition frequencies f T for thermally thin-thick (l ¼ L) irradiated and bulk layers are also given. Irradiation effect on heat capacitance is not expected to be great, and for a similar material, SiC was found to be practically non-existent for neutron irradiation. 34 As further validation, image analysis was performed on an optical micrograph of the sample cross section (e.g., Fig. 7 ). Comparing the number of pixels related to defect areas (appear porous) between the two zones indicates a 5% possible density change (decrease). This result validates the fit procedure. The irradiation-induced degradation of k is then $55%. Previously, using an SThM signal calibration, k irr was found to be 10 6 2.4 W m À1 K À1 while the k ZrC was 30 6 10 W m À1 K
À1
( Table I in Ref. 19 ), comparing favorably with the present PTR measurements. The SThM-measured k ZrC showed relatively more variability that was attributed to both decreased sensitivity and the localized measurement, not capturing longer scale effects such as grain boundaries. However in the irradiated zone the dominant mechanism of thermal transport degradation is a high concentration of nanometer-sized Frank loops that would be manifest in both SThM and PTR. Grain boundaries were not found in the irradiated zone of the ZrC sample.
14 Clarke 35 developed a model to estimate the minimum k for a material in an amorphous state at high temperatures. The model only accounts for acoustic phonon modes and is formulated based on expressions for minimum phonon mean free path and mean phonon velocities. The mean free path is formulated from the cube root of the volume of a molecule. Using this expression, the minimum calculated thermal conductivity, k min , of ZrC is 1.6 W m À1 K
. Snead et al. found little change of electrical resistivity in ZrC resulting from fast neutron irradiation. The small changes of thermal conductivity were then attributed to phonon scattering from irradiation-induced defects.
11 While no measurements of electrical resistivity were made in this work for comparison, assuming the change of the electronic contribution to k is relatively small as is common in ceramic material, 36 the measured k irr compared to the electronic contribution calculated in Sec. IV B 1 evidences a drastic reduction of the phonon contribution of k, to the order of k min .
From R th and an approximate thickness for the secondary layer as 5 lm from the TRIM profile, k for such a layer would be approximately
to what others have found for k of regions of peak damage. 4, 5 On the other hand, the capacitive impedance Z C of the same layer satisfies the condition Z C ) R th for frequencies up to 8.3 kHz. The sensitivity of PTR method to R th is situated below this frequency limit, and therefore the effect of R th is indistinguishable from that of an equivalent 5 lm thick layer (see Sec. III C 2). With the other methods, the spatial profiles made of the irradiation-damaged profile reveal no evidence of a region of peak damage (sharp degradation of k). Although in such a configuration, the excitation thermal gradients are oriented primarily parallel to the interface, which is unfavorable for the detection of R th . Yet, from the frequency-based FD-PTR measurements, the shape of the profiles shows the existence of a strong resistance at the rear of the irradiated layer. One theory to explain this resistance is that it may not actually be due to the damaged microstructure as suggested by the TRIM results. Instead, evidence supports the possibility of small voids in the material that have been pushed by the proton irradiation to congregate at the backside of the damaged zone. Figure 7 shows an optical micrograph of the sample cross-section, in which the damaged layer is apparent. In the micrograph, the polished sample has many "defect" structures (void space based on topographic measurements from SThM) that appear as dark regions. The irradiated layer is clearly visible due to less defects and a higher concentration of defects at the rear of the layer. In some regions, "crack"-like structures are visible, running primarily perpendicular to the irradiated surface. All of these "cracks" (appear to be aligned void space, originating from the material formation process), terminate at the backside of the irradiated zone. For some, they have the appearance of being bent into the plane of the backside of the irradiated layer. In the extreme case, the irradiated layer completely delaminated off the bulk layer after accidental mechanical stress was applied to the sample.
Similar effects were documented in a study of protonirradiated ZrN, where they hypothesized that voids in the material had been moved through the material by the proton beam front and coalesced at the peak of the damage profile. 37 The result was transgranular cracking with void surfaces having silicon rich oxides. No composition analysis was performed on the ZrC sample studied here. Although the SThM measurements found the defect regions to be of lower thermal conductance, even though such "hole"-like regions would typically increase contact surface area with the thermal probe, indicative of lower conductivity material such as oxides.
Further support of the non-existence of a region of peak damage of the material microstructure as seen in the TRIM results can be inferred from molecular dynamics simulations done by Brutzel et al. 38 Their simulations of collision cascades found that point defects are primarily created while no amorphization was observed. Yang et al. showed consistent findings with this ZrC sample in an experimental study, with no evidence of amorphization, but high concentrations of nanometer-sized Frank loops. 14 The primary contribution to the degradation of k irr is attributed to these loop defects acting as phonon scattering sites. ) in ZrC irradiated to 1.75 dpa at 600 C by a 2.6 MeV proton beam.
• Frequency scanning provides more straightforward thermophysical quantification but requires knowledge of the in-depth profile.
• SThM profiling provides good resolution for estimating irradiation penetration depth and relative characteristics of the profile.
• Possible artifact on R th detection: the used spatial scanning methods involved excitation thermal gradients oriented parallel to the interface with R th (unfavorable configuration for R th detection); in the FD-PTR method, the R th detection is based on the "reflection" of thermal waves traveling perpendicular to the interface with R th (favorable configuration).
Spatial scanning PTR resolution is limited by heating spot size. Lock-in IRT is frequency limited, thus having thermal diffusion lengths too large for good spatial resolution, but has the advantage of quickly imaging the entire crosssection in a single measurement. SThM has the best resolution and gives a good approximation of the profile of thermal conductivity degradation. However due to difficulties associated with exact reproducibility of tip-sample contact conditions, it requires careful interpretation of results.
The proton-irradiated ZrC has a damage profile lending itself well to a discretely layered approximation used in FD-PTR. The damaged layer is $52 6 2 lm thick with a relatively uniform thermal profile. A rather sharp transition to the virgin material was found at the back side of the radiation damaged layer. However, as evidenced by visual study and the tomographic profiles, a thermal resistance exists in the transition zone. Evidence suggests that the thermal resistance is due to the coalescence of void space driven by the proton irradiation front. The existence of such an effect merits further study.
Although SEM images and optical observation provide no indication of grain boundary separation, no irradiationinduced amorphization has been observed in similar ZrC samples.
14,39 Degradation of thermal conductivity in the irradiation-damaged zone is primarily attributed to the presence of a high concentration of Frank loops found in study of ZrC irradiated under similar conditions. 14 The thermal transport measurement methodology used in this study can be expanded and applied to a more systematic study of ZrC irradiated by protons for a range of irradiation temperatures and dosages.
